There is an increasing integration of diffenerent organic functions during fetal development of the autonomic nervous system (ANS). This synchronisation is i.e. reflected in the association between body movements and typical accelerative heart rate patterns. Studying these heart rate patterns is one of the rare possibilities to describe human ANS maturation in utero.
Under the presumption of increasing temporal correlations within fetal heart rate patterns reflecting ANS synchronisation, these correlations are aimed to be studied regarding their changes with gestational age (GA) and fetal behaviour represented in visually classified fetal heart rate patterns (fHRP).
114 healthy singleton fetuses were studied once between 22 and 41 weeks GA by fetal magnetocardiography (fMCG) over aperiod of 30 minutes. QRS time series were drawn from the fMCG signal and the auto-correlation-functions (ACF) calculated. Areas under the curve were calculated for different time horizons and their linear regressions with GA with respect to the fHRP were studied.
Irrespective of the fHRP there is an increase in both short and long term correlations with GA. Short term correlations (0-20 sec) particularly increase prior to 32 weeks GA while long term correlations show a steady rise as pregnancy progresses. Considering exclusively periods of fetal activity there is a linear increase of both short and long term correlations. With respect to fHRP representing fetal quiescience, there is short term correlations increase towards term.
Temporal correlations reflect the integrative performance of the ANS and progressively appear during intrauterine development with differential development between long and short term correlations. Slow mediated autonomic rhythms appear to be a characteristic feature of fHRP considered to represent active (REM -) sleep.
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